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Black Bears Win State Hoop Title
Modern War
Is Obsolete,
Says Romulo

Charlie Goddard Breaks
School Scoring Record
As Maine Defeats Colby

Big Crowd Hears
Memorial Gym Talk

Scores 36 Big Points To Lead Team
To Victory Over Last Year's Champs
By JOHN MuaPoy
Big Charlie Goddard dropped in 36 points, a new scoring record
for Maine players, to give Coach Rome Rankin's Bears the 1949-50
state series basketball title with a 63-58 victory over Colby Monday
night in Memorial gym before some 3,000 partisan fans.
Goddard's scoring spree was a new high for a Maine player
against any opponent. The previous high was 34. set by Charlie
Norton in 1944 against Colby at Waterville.

By DON KING
A futile world in which human
progress would be reduced to
zero because of the devastating
threat of uranium and hydrogen
bombs was pictured today by
Ambassador Carlos P. Romulo,
president of the United Nations
General Assembly, who spoke to
a crowd that packed Memorial
Gym this morning.
The only defense against such

agents of mass destruction is the good
will of men, which is being harnessed
by the United Nations. the Filipino
svorld statesman said.
The U.N. dignitary was introduced
by President Arthur A. Hauck.
Music. including the Philippine national anthem, was played by the
University symphony orchestra.
New Urgency Is Cited
The advance of science has given
the problem of ending war and preserving peace a new meaning and
new urgency. Romulo said.
His words on the new bomb weri
"Science has placed in the hands :
Mars, not only the already known
biological and chemical weapons of
destruction, which are of sufficient
power to wipe out the human race.
but also the atom bomb and, more re-

Tired but happy, big Charlie Goddard is carried off the
floor by his teammates following Maine's 63-58 victory over
Colby. Charlie established a new record for a Maine player by
wrecking the Mules with 36 points. —Bangor Daily News Photo

Sunday Concert President Hauck
Attracts 1,000 Gives Approval
In Spite Of Rain To Foundation
ROLAND MANN

Charlie. playing his last state series
game for Maine, scored 11 points in
the first half and 25 in the second on
16 field goals and four foul shots.
When he left the game on fouls
ith approximately five seconds left
to play, he received a tremendous
ovaticn from the fans. The entire
crow:1 rose to its feet and roared its
The first concentrated spring rushapproval for several minutes.
ing period since 1941-42 went into its
Eight Series Wins
sec(ind week of operation today as
The victory left the Rankinmen on
fraternity
rushing committees con!ip cf the series standings with a
tinued.
t()
show
priispective plillges the
eC•!rd
of eight wins and a single
loss. Colby. which still must play advantages of fraternity life.
Bates. has won five games and lost
Activities began last Thursday and
three, two of them to Maine.
continued over the week end with
Monday night's hard-fought vic- spirts, movies. and open houses to
tory gave Maine its fourth series title occupy the rushees. Rushing will conin six years. The last title came under tinue to March 2.
Eck Allen in the 1947-48 season.
This is the first post-war year in
Sparked by Ted Shiro and Warren
which the old type system of rushing
Finegan, both (of whom tallied 14
is being used. Instead of having the
points for the defending champion
upperclassmen put the pressure on a
Mules. Colby threatened to make a
student until he signs the pledge card,
runaway of the game. piling up a 14-5
the transaction is now being done
advantage at the seven-minute mark.
through the Dean of Men. Those
Then Charlie and his mates started
being rushed draw up a list of the
to click with Charlie's eighth and
houses which they prefer in order.
ninth points evening the score at the
The fraternities. on the other hand,
end of 14 minutes. Finegan dropped a
up two lists. One is a preferendraw
foul shot to put Colby ahead. 16-15.
but Bert Goddard's hook shot a tial list similar to the one above with
minute later put the Bears out front. all the names of the students that they
prefer. If the quota is not filled then
second list is checked off from top
the
Lead At Half
Except for two minutes in the to bottom until the desired number is
middle of the second half. Maine held reached.
The system, which was used very
the lead throughout although the marbefore the war. was voted
successfully
upon.
anything
to
rest
gin was never
into effect by all the houses. It pre(Continued on Noe Eight)
vents many hasty decisions and also
hard feelings among the students, by
letting them have their choice of
houses under a secret ballot.

Speaking before the Maine alumni
of
the Technical Association of the
An audience of nearly 1000 braved
ramn and sleet Sunday afternoon to pulp and paper industry in New York.
hcar the
University Glee club in a President Arthur A. Hauck yesterday
half-hour concert given in Memorial gave his support to a foundation to be
gym and broadcast throughout New established for the University by the
Ambas•11.14ir Carlos P. Romulo
association.
lEngland.
received the degree of Doctor of
Speaking at a luncheon at the RooseThe program, 15th in the current
Laws fr
the University of
series of "Music from New England velt Hotel, President Hauck said:
Maine at t•idas's assembly.
Colleges" sponsored by the Monsanto "The University was the first school
Chemical company, went off without a in America to train men in the pulp
eently—the hydrogen bomb—which hitch. Radio reception was excellent and paper industry. It is therefore
promises to make the bomb which in spite of the gymnasium's bad acous- appropriate that a foundation be established at the University of Maine."
disintegrated Hiroshima look like tics.
The proposed foundation would foschild's play.
Soloists
ter a six-point program:
"It is credited with the appalling
Priscilla Goggin. Jean-Paul Roberge'
power of being able to turn this planet and Paul Payson were soloists with (1) To interest more students who
into a flaming gaseous mass in which the Glee Club in a program which major in chemical engineering or
the extinction of life would be a ranged from the "Trumpet Song" of chemistry, to select the pulp and paper
matter of just a few minutes. A new Henry Purcell to Fine's modern—and course.
(Continued on Pone Five)
sun will have taken its place in the lively—"Father William." Five seuse
this
celestial snace if man should
lections of the twelve in the concert
infernal super-bomb."
were U. of M. songs.
All Areas Would Suffer
' Before the Glee club went on the
The catastrophe of the H-bomb
(Continued on Page Five)
will not be confined to any one area
the world, he warned.
Dr. Klein In Hospital
"War." he said. "has become obso- University Open House
"[he rafters of Portland's huge City on the program to be held at Cony
Dr. .1( ihn F. k lent, tin'fess,bi 14 Gerlete in the sense that it can no longer Scheduled For April 29
I (all auditorium will ring to the strains I high school.
: wan, suffered a heart attack at about
serve any useful purpose or solve
The University will hold an Open of the Stein Song as the varsity hand
Director Francis G. Shaw will con- 7:45 this morning. lie was taken by
any problem without the risk of anof
the
year
presents
its
first
concert
duct the same program in both cities. ambulance to the Eastern Mziine Gennihilating the disputants and destroy- House on Saturday, April 29. Disin
the
Forest
city.
tomorrow
night
inhabit."
they
The selections to be played by the 90- eral Hospital in Bangor.
plays and exhibitions of particular ining the very earth
The following evening the band will piece organization range from light
Adjustment to new facts and reali- terest to high school students, parRhode I•latul Ca Ille from beties takes time, the ambassador said. ents and friends will he part of the move on to Augusta to take part in classics to popular melixlies and inof
the
ioloservance
85th
anniversary
an
Behind
111.1 night %id' WV% C111 minthe
as
"Begin
Open House activities.
clude Cole Porter's
"When the changes required are
University's
founding.
the
sponsored
of
utes
to
pia, to ht•at ghouls a fightKern's
imJerome
of
those
medley
revolutionary
as
a
charge
is
headed
guine,"
The
committee
in
gri at and
best, and the spirited "Orpheus Over- ing 1 ether...it, team. 51-18.
plicit in the power of the new weap- by Prof. Benjamin Kent. chairman. by that city's alumni group.
The Rears tied the -yore midture."
ons, the difficulties are multiplied. Other members are Charles Crossland. Dance Follows
the first period stud %ere
'
David Simonton '50, baritone. al,
A dance w ith mnsic by Bruno CaliEvery (lay that passes without prog- Prof. Irwin Douglass, Howard Keyo,
tint
!Trailed
until late ii, the towefeaproh.
trumpet.
will
be
basic
'52.
of
our
John
6,
4
,
4
le
his
Maine
Men
will
top
off
solution
Francis
McGuire,
Prof.
Katherine
andro
and
the
ress in
1 half %h,-ti *.itru art's jump
km of war and peace reduces our Miles. Prof. Robert Stipple, Prof. Wil- the festivities in Portland while the tured soli ists.
'hot'. -tart, ii i
'ling.
(Continued on Page Eight)
(Continued on Page Five)
marth Starr and Harold Westerman. Augusta concert is one of many events
By

Varsity Band To Give Concerts
In Southern Maine This Week

••••

!

Co

Frats Continue
To Give Pledges
The Good Life
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Cub:st Etchings Edward Little Musical Show
Now Showing Tops Debaters To Be Masque's
NextProd uction
Twenty-two signed etchings by the
pioneer cubist Jacques Villon will be
on view for the rest of the month in
the Carnegie hall print room. Until
recently almost unknown in America,
Villon is recognized today as one of
the most influential artists of this
century.
That these etchings are "cubist" in
conception might come as a surprise
to the casual visitor to the gallery,
for there is little dislocation of natural
forms to be seen in them. Villon goes
beneath the surface of his subjects to
reveal their basic geometry.
Nobody could feel a need to ask,
"What is it?" And Villon's remarkable technique makes his etching)
more brilliant than nine-tenths of the
oils in the average exhibit.
Prices of the pictures are low
enough to put them within reach of
most buyers.

Red Cross Programs
All students interested in taking
part in the Red Cross programs on
campus are urged to contact chairman
Roy Joyce at the MCA building.
The programs include first aid.
water safety, accident prevention and
home nursing.

Edward Little High school of Auburn won the second annual University
of Maine Debate tournament here
Saturday, Feb. 18. The tournament
was sponsored by the University Debate club.
The topic by which Edward Little
gained a victory over Bangor was: Re.;olved, That the President of the
United States Should be Elected by
Direct Vote of the People. This is the
second consecutive year that Edward
Little has won the tourney.
Preliminary bouts were judged by
Debate club members under the direction of William Whiting, club adviser.
Finals were held in the Oakes room
and were judged by faculty members.

'The Seedling' Is
Radio Presentation
The Radio guild will present The
Seedling." the second of a series of
broadcasts Sunday evening, Feb. 26,
at 10:30.
Written by Ernest Kinoy of the National Foundation of Christians and
Jews, the production will be directed
by Keith Fowles. Mr. University will
be the narrator.

Tri-Delt Members
To Present Recital

"Green Grows The Lilacs," a play
with music by Lynn Riggs, will be the
third production of the Maine Masque
Theatre this season, Prof. Herschel
L. Bricker has announced. It will be
staged March 22-25.
"Lynn Riggs, one of America's
foremost folk dramatists, has given us
in 'Green Grows The Lilacs,' a play
with realistic characterization, fastmoving dialogue, and a plot packed
with humor and intrigue," Prof.
Bricker said. "Oklahoma," the recent
Broadway success, was based upon
Riggs' script.
Biggest In Years
Plans are underway to make this
production one of the biggest that
the Masque has attempted in years.
with emphasis placed especially upon
the scenery and lighting effects.
Although the entire cast has not
yet been posted, most of the leading
roles have been announced. Lynne
Hatch, Beverly Bouchard, Dot McCann. Bill Heyne. Dwight Frye,
Norm Anderson, Charlie Loranger,
Ed McDermott, Dave Simonton, and
Jack Dion are among those who have
received roles.

Sophomore members of Delta Delta
Delta sorority will present an informal
music recital Monday, Feb. 27, at 8
p.m., in Carnegie Hall.
The program for the recital follows:
Instrumental trio: Barbara Burroves, Virginia Norton, Mary Gerrish,
Fairy Tales (Marchen) Komzak, Elegie, Massenet; vocal solos by Priscilla
Goggin. Visi d'Arte, Verdi, The Soldier, arr. by Bennett.
Piano solos by Barbara Burrowes,
Etud:! in E Major, Scriabine, Etude in
C# Minor. Scriabine; vocal solos by
Freda Gray, Adieu Loret, Tschaikovsky, Sin Tu Amor, Sandoval: Chorus,
Summertime, Gershwin, Calm as the
Night. Bohm.

LYNNE HATCH
Western Romance
The script deals with a romance
during the early days of our Western
frontier. The main plot is supplemented with several smaller conflicts. Throughout the script are intermingled songs, dances, villains, and
buffoons. It is as though the author
had taken a slice out of the wild West,
aptly protraying the folk lore and
everyday life of those territorial
settlers.
Ticket,
: will go on sale the first of
March.

'German Society
Meets Wednesday

HERE AGAIN!
GIRLS'
MAINE
SWEATSHIRTS

Also a new supply for the men!

A meeting of Deutscher Verein.
honorary German society, will be held
Wednesday, March 1, at 7:15 p.m. in
17 North Stevens. New members will
be initiated at this meeting and president David L. Nichols will present a
Kurzdrama. or a recording of a short
version of Schiller's Wilhelm Tell.

Slack pole SAE Prexy;
Five Others Elected
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The roads and walks of the campus
are in good condition, according to
Carroll J. Dempsey, superintendent
of buildings and grounds. Frequent
thaws have made them a little rough.
but constant maintenance has kept
them in satisfactory repair.
Permanent repairs will have to wait
until after the spring thaw, Dempsey
reports. Long range plans call for a
complete rebuilding of roadbeds on
the campus, for the present roads are
not laid on a firm base.

Alpha chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon has announced the following
slate of officers for the spring semester:
Philip Stackpole, president; Art
Tevanian, vice president; Don Barbour, recording secretary; Don Spear,
Listen to the Maine Radio Guild corresponding secretary; Bud Simevery Sunday at 10:30 p.m. over mons, historian; and Ray McKay,
WLBZ.
sergeant-at-arms.

'
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Men's Clinic
To Begin Here
Wednesday

Maine Debaters
Meet California
By Tape Record

The Office of Student Aid and
Something new in intercollegiate
competition will be inaugurated at the
Placement announces that a Senior
University of Maine this week when
Job clinic for men will commence on
the Maine debating team begins a deWednesday, March 1, at 3:45 p.m.
bate on nationalization of industry with
The meetings, under the direction of
the University of California.
Philip Brockway, will be held weekly
Although the opposing teams will
on Wednesdays through March 28.
be some 3,000 miles apart, the complete
The following items will be intext of their speeches will be carried
cluded: selection of opportunities,
to the opposition by tape recording.
selection of prospects, preparation for
The debate will be carried on in conapplication, writing data sheets, writventional style as if the two teams
ing application letters, and conducting
were meeting face to face.
personal interviews.
The only difference will be in the
As far as possible employers will
interval between the time when the
appear as guest lecturers, particularly
debate begins until it is completed.
in order to demonstrate interviewing
It is estimated that the debate will take
techniques. Student participation will
10 weeks.
be encouraged, as the meetings are of
Maine will begin the debate with a
a discussion type. Samples of data
ten-minute constructive speech recordsheets and application letters will be
ed on a sixty minute recording tape.
utilized in demonstrations.
The tape will then be mailed to BerkeEmphasis in early meetings will be
ley, California, where the California
directed toward helping the student
debaters will listen to Maine's speech,
select opportunities suited to his qualirecord their ten minute counter-speech
fications and an appreciation of those
on the same wire, and ship it to
Shown planning the strategy for the coming Good Will chest drive are (left to right, front
qualifications as a preparation for the
Orono. This exchange will continue
row), Margaret Murray, Mary Whitcomb, Ethel Mae Scammon; back row, Joseph Gartley,
application.
—Sprague Photo
until each school has recorded two
Clifton Eames, John Dineen.
ten-minute constructive speeches and
Mrs. Maine Club Elects
two five-minute rebuttal speeches.
The availability of tape rceorders to
Seven For New Members
college debate teams throughout the
The Mrs. Maine club has announced
country has made it possible to arthe
list of officers for the current serange formal arguments with teams
Mr. David Gearing of the L. S.
mester.
all over the nation. Negotiations are
Over 4.000 University of Maine
The entire set-up is under president Starrett Co., Athol, Mass., spoke at
It is as follows: Mrs. Helen Smith,
now under way for a similar debate students will be asked to take part John Dineen. He has appointed 44
a meeting of the student branch of president; Mrs. Carolyn Kittredge,
between the University of Maine and in the annual Good Will Chest drive different captains who in turn have
the American Society of Mechanical vice president; Mrs. Miriam Forresthe University of Florida.
here from Feb. 27 to March 6.
appointed their own workers to conEngineers Wednesday, Feb. 15.
ter, secretary; Mrs. Venita Sweet,
The kickoff for the annual drive tact every student.
He demonstrated some of the new treasurer; Mrs. LaVona McCowan,
The workers will contact about ten
will be Sunday night, Feb. 19, in the
types of micrometer calipers, gauges, publicity; Mrs. Pat Chick and Mrs.
Louis Oakes room when President students each in the dormitories. Offand other instruments made by his Verna Buschena, program co-chaircampus students will be a little more
Hauck will address the captains.
company.
men.
This year's goal has been set at difficult to get in touch with and it
Miss Annamma Thomas. an Indian $3,000.
The individual student will is hoped that any student not con
student at the Union Theological semiasked to contribute two dollars if tacted will notify a member of the
VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN IIITS
nary. New York. spoke to students and possible, and
everyone is asked to Committee.
faculty Sunday on the meaning of give.
Benefit Show Helps
brotherhood.
The Chest received $267.80 from
The money will be put to good use.
The talk by Miss Thomas and an inAmong other things the Chest helps the Eddie Cantor shows, thus getting
ternational tea in South Estabrooke
needy foreign and American students off to a flying start.
were held in observance of BrotherDineen urges cooperation in the
in their schooling. Some of it goes
hood Day on the campus.
to crippled children, some to the drive. saying, "It is very important
About 100 attended the tea at which
Maine Cancer Society, and some to that every one give as much as they
some of the foreign students were
exchange and D.P. students. A re- can afford, to make this drive a huge
51
" RP N D
dressed in costumes of their native
BANGOR
serve fund is saved for disasters such success. It is a worthy cause."
countries.
ORONO
Feb. 26-Mar. 1
as campus fires or the home mishaps
Last year's drive fell $400 short of
Rabbi Milton Elefant, chaplain for
of some of the students.
the same $3,000 goal. Two campus
"SAMSON AND DELILAH"
Jewish students on campus, was speakVi id. & Thurs., Feb. 22-23
groups contributed 100%. the Home
Dineen Is Leader
Hedy Lamarr, Victor Mature,
er at the opening event of the BrotherDouble Feature
Sigma
Kappa
The leader of the drive is John Management house and
Gorge Sanders
"AMBUSH"
hood day observance in the Little
Dineen, president of the board of fraternity. Faculty members and cam6:30-9:09
theatre.
governors and co-chairman with pus organizations contributed $400.
Robert Taylor, John Hodiac
Faculty advisor for the organizaPlus
Mary Whitcomb on the campaign
Listen to the Maine Raeio Guild
"ANGELS IN DISGUISE"
committee. Hap Gerrish and Ethel tion is Charles Crossland. director of
BANGOR
every Sunday at 10:30 p.m. over
7:59
Scammon are handling the publicity. student and public relations.
Leo Gorcey. Huntz Hall
WI.TIZ.
Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28
"BATTLEGROUND"
Fri. & Sat.. Feb. 21-25
Van Johnson, John Hodiak,
"EAST SIDE WEST SIDE"
Ricardo Montalban
James Mason, Barbara
Stanwyck
Sat. Matinee 2:30 ; 6:30-8:27

Engineering Society
Sees Demonstration

Good Will Chest Goal $3,000;
Canvass Will Last Entire Week

Indian Girl Speaks
On Brotherhood

E1GLII1I THEMES, loc.

OPERA HOUSE

BIJOU

REMEMBER -

PARK

Your Week End Isn't Complete

BANGOR
Feb. 24, 25
"FIGHTING MAN OF THE
PLAINS"
Randolph Scott, Jam N ell
“RED DESERT"
Don Barry, Tom Neal

Without a Visit to the

BIRCHMERE INN
Wonderful Atmosphere

Fine Food

Feb. 26,27, 28
"EASY LIVING"
Victor Mature, Lucille Ball.
Sonny Tufts
"PIRATES OF CAPRI"
Louis Hayward, Binnie Barite,

Refreshments

D1
LES-

8 nide!. out

011

the DM "lotto road

girl %aft dejected

.he detected ...
When in Bangor, visit the

HEINE'S BLEND
1;l44 JIOALI

FVE TOBALLO

SUTLIFF TOBACCO CO , 45 Fremont, S. F., Colof

New Atlantic Restaurant
11

for finest in service, food, and atmosphere
66 Main St.

Bangor

Mar. 1-2
"PRINCE OF FOXES"
TYrine Po%\ Cr. Orson Welles,
XV anda I lendri x
"MUSIC MAN"
Freddie Stewart, Jimmy Dorsey

Sun. & Mon., Feb. 26-27
"MALYA"
Spencer Tracy, James Stewart
Also cartoon
Sun. Matinee 3:00: 6:30-8:22
Tuesday. Feb. 28
"TRAPPED"
Lloyd Bridges. Barbara Payton
Also short subjects. 6:30-8:22
Wed. & Thurs., Mar. 1-2
"JOAN OF ARC"
h lor)
(Teekniiteo
INGRID BERG:MAN
PREMIERE SHOWING.
The picture you have waited a
long time to see.
Wed. & Thurs. Matinee 2:30
Children 500, adillt. ;40
Evening 6:30 and 8:55
Adults $1,20--Children 500

Bijou and Opera 11,11,e perate ci iitinuously from 1 :30 to 11 o'i lot k.
Matinee Prices : 35( to 5 o'clock

I11
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Panel Praised
To the Editor: Almost two weeks
ago, my friends in the Politics and

The Weekly Eulogy
Everyone likes to see an outstanding individual performance in an athletic event. Sometimes they are few and far between. But when two great performances occur in less than a
week, the fans really have plenty to talk about.
This week Maine fans had such an opportunity and, oddly
enough, it was a combination of two brothers that created all
the excitement.
Saturday night Bert Goddard, fiery and aggressive forward, stole the show with a display of sheer guts and drive
against a super-shooting Connecticut club. The 24-year-old
veteran, completely exhausted and a virtual shell at halftime,
scored 21 points to keep Maine in the game and walk off with
individual scoring honors. It was evident that Bert played
much of the game on heart alone.
Monday night the younger Goddard took over in a slightly
tremendous way. The six-foot, five-inch Charlie practically
wrecked Colby singlehandedly by pouring through 36 points
in a magnificent exhibition of shooting. In addition, the big boy
was immense off the boards and his all around floor play was
inspiring.
For Maine fans it couldn't have happened to a better guy.
During his four years at Maine the big fellow has worked hard
and never stopped trying. This year, under the careful eye of
Doc Rankin, Charlie worked even harder and this work paid
great dividends. His greatest individual performance came last
Monday night in a game that Maine really wanted. It was the
clincher and it couldn't have been at a more opportune moment.
When Charlie left the floor just before the end of the game,
he received the greatest ovation any player has received on this
floor for the last four years. In the dressing room Dr. Hauck
congratulated Charlie on his great playing. In his typically
modest way. the big fellow, tired but happy. said: "I guess I
was lucky."
The win was a big feather in Doc Rankin's hat. In his
first year as basketball coach he has brought his boys the state
'series crown. More than that, however, he has instilled in the
team something that has not been seen here for many years.
the fight and drive which the boys have shown this year attest
to Doc's coaching wisdom and psychology.
And a word for Hal Westerman. This young man has won
himself a big spot in the hearts of Maine basketball fans. His
hard work with the boys and his vast knowledge of the game
were vital factors in the team's success this year. Anyone who
has watched him work alone with big Charlie will testify that he
icnows his stuff, but good.
All we can say is, we're glad you're all on our side!
—WOODY BIGELOW

They're Not Flying Saucers
Since we're nearing the end of the basketball season, it
seems only right that a word of praise be given to those small
fry who roam the floor of the gym plying their trade of selling
ice cream. Certainly they are the center of much attention.
To any outsider, the sight of these youngsters hurling ice
cream bars into a upper bleachers with deadly accuracy might
be amazing. But to the faithful who have flocked to the gym all
year long it is a very familiar sight—and usually a comical one.
Ice cream bars catching in the nets and at times being tossed
right back at the salesman always get a laugh.
Whether they're chasing dimes and nickels or dodgjog
basketballs, the kids always seem to be enjoying themselves—
and so does the crowd.
Lorry Pinkham
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"If this experiment succeeds, professor, coffee will go back
to five cents a cup."

'According To St. James
BY DICK ST. JAMES
What do you suppose Coach Joe
Zabilski of Northeastern thinks of the
University of Maine student body
after that game last Friday night,
huh? He'd be justified in thinking
that it was the most unsportsmanlike,
fickle, and generally rotten group in
the history of athletic spectatorship.
And this writer would back him to
the hilt in that opinion, too.
For those who didn't see the game
let us say that you were just as well
off by not seeing it. You would have
been disgusted by the foul conduct
of the booing, jeering jackasses who
hit a new low, even for this school.
Sure, they gave Joe Zabilski a long,
loud cheer when he led his team to
the court just before the game started,
to show that they remembered him
from his coaching days here. But
that great welcome was nullified later
in the game when they jeered him
unmercifully for getting up off the
bench to voice a mild protest to one of
the referees.
It wasn't enough that Joe's team
was taking a terrific beating out on
the court. The vultures had to have
their feast and give the visitors a rotten flailing from the stands. Booing
in a close game isn't justified, either.
But you'd have thought it was just
that from the way our vultures and
jackasses were going to work.

Zabilski's team was completely outclassed but stuck it out and played
to win throughout. Joe sent in a substitute who made up in spirit what he
lacked in finesse. He played hard and
tried to get the ball, which, as far as
we can see, is one of the main objects of the game. You just can't
score unless you have the ball.
Anyway, this substitute played like
a demon and, since he was a little
rough around the edges, but not dirty,
he had three or four fouls called on
him within a few minutes. Each time
he fouled, five hundred bleacher referees called it before the official ref
did. Then they started riding the
harassed substitute and calling for his
removal from the game. Later on
when the poor guy was awarded a
foul shot himself, he and the referee
were jeered without let-up. But he
smiled and waited and took his shot.
They weren't hurting him.
And that's the maddening thing
about the whole business. Those jackasses aren't hurting anyone but their
school and their athletic teams. That's
why our athletes have such a rough
time on foreign courts. That's why
there is so much bad feeling between
Maine and several of its rivals.
Perhaps our moronic vultures are
proud of their performance of last
Friday. If so, then what has been
said !ler:. means nothing to them.

The Dull Edge
BY STEVE RILEY
Open letter to Don Ruck. sports
editor, The Connecticut Campus:
Dear Don,
The recent appearence of the
Uconns here at Maine brought to
mind the columns you wrote earlier
in the year advocating Connecticut's
withdrawal from the Yankee conference.
Your columns seem to have had
quite an effect down there at Storrs
and a favorable one at that. At any
rate you have put a stigma on the
conference as far as the Connecticut
fans are concerned.
If guys like you will just stand
back for awhile and give it a chance
to get going, the loop should provide
some good competition in the years
to come, both in basketball and football.
Even now, Connecticut isn't making
any runaway of the football race
You did manage to grab part of the
top spot this year along with Maine.
Just as an aside, on the first play
of the first game I saw after arriving
at Maine three years ago. a Maine

back broke loose and plowed 65 yards
through the entire Uconn team for a
touchdown (Maine won the game.
too). That was one guy's introduction to the vaunted Uconn teams—and
maybe that's why I'm doubtful.
The Uconn hoop squad that showed
here a few days ago was tops. There
was no doubt about that. They shot
sensationally, to put it mildly, and
there they showed all-around ability.
But they weren't out of Maine's
class by any stretch of the imagination. After the first couple of minutes
it was an even battle all the way.
The fans here want to see Connecticut come back next year. They want
to see another good game, and they
want to watch the Bears chew the
Uccnms to pieces—in a friendly way.
How about it, Don, we're beginning to think that you're worried
about the conference getting too hot
for you. All this talk about the Yankee conference being too slow isn't
just a subtle way of getting out before things get too rough—or is it?
—STEVE RILEY

International Relations Club informed
me of their plans to hold a panel on
the domestic issues of the Truman
Fair Deal Program. While it sounded
like an excellent program. I had sonic
doubts of its ability to attract much
interest outside the Club itself. Public
apathy regarding political questions
is, and always has been, a notorious
problem. and I failed to see any reason why this program should be an
exception.
Our program committee, however.
went to work. Within a week they
had secured the services of Mr. Waldo Proffitt of the Commercial's editorial staff, Mr. John Gronouski of
the Economics Department here at
the University, Mr. Delmont Dunbar of the News' editorial staff, and
Mr. Richard Bradford of the Merrill
Trust Company in Bangor. One of
our advisors. Mr. Gerald Grady, consented to act as moderator.
Then the publicity began. Posters
were pinned around the campus. Club
members spoke of it to their friends
outside the Club. The Campus aided
in the campaign. Eventually it was
decided that the Louis Oakes room
would not be large enough to accommodate those who might wish to
attend, and the program was transferred to the Little Theatre. The
panel discussion was held before an
audience of perhaps 300 people.
What was said, and which side
dominated the discussion is not really
important. The "really important"
thing was that so much intelligent
interest was exhibited on the part of
the students, their friends, and those
connected with this University. From
my point of view, that fact alone was
one of the most encouraging of signs.
and points toward an active citizenship on the part of our student body.
Today, our economists and government teachers tell us, the Federal
government has become a positive,
active force which touches almost
every phase of our activity, and,
either directly or indirectly, modifies
not only our actions, but our very
thoughts. Whether this is good or
bad is not a question I propose to
discuss here, but certainly it is obvious that popular interest and control are of paramount importance, if
we are to keep bureaucracy from obliterating democracy.
Such interest and activity as were
shown at the panel offer a great deal
of encouragement to the student of
politics and public affairs. I say
let us have more such programs, and
let us have them as often as possible.
By way of conclusion, I cannot
overemphasize the amount of credit
that is due to Marshall Hoffman and
Harold Haley who planned and publicized the panel. Not only the Club,
but all those who attended owe them
a debt of gratitude for the pleasure
and profit of the evening.
DONALD M. BARNES
PRES. POLITICS
& INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS CLUB

Britannica Scholarships
The University of Maine is one of
26 universities chosen to award the
fifth annual Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films summer scholarships.
Three scholarships will he awarded
under this plan at Maine. All applicants must be interested in using
audio-visual materials in the field of
education. Application forms may he
secured from the Audio-Visual service.
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University Calendar
THURSDAY, FEB. 23
SUNDAY, FEB. 26
7 p.m.—Mrs. Maine Club, Merrill
8,9, 10, 11 a.m.—Our Lady of
Hall.
Wisdom Chapel.
7 p.m.—Rock and Hammer club,
11 a.m.—MCA Non-sectarian
115 New Engineering building.
service, Little Theatre.
7 p.m.—Tumbling Club, Women's
7 p.m.—Our Lady of Wisdom
Gym.
Chapel.
FRIDAY, FEB. 24
MONDAY, FEB. 27
8 a.m.-5 pan.-4-H club confer3:45 p.m.—Radio Guild tryouts,
ence. Louis Oakes room.
275 Stevens Hall.
7:15 p.m.—Bridge Club, MCA
TUESDAY,
FEB. 28
building.
7 p.m.—Majorette tryouts for next
8 p.m.—Sigma Phi Epsilon vic
year, 102 Carnegie hall.
dance. South Estabrooke (D).
7 p.m.—Square dance, Women's
SATURDAY, FEB. 25
gym.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.-4-H club conferWEDNESDAY,
MARCH 1
ence, Louis Oakes room.
7:15 p.m.—Spanish club will pre6 p.m.—Maine Masque banquet and
sent movies, Audio Visual room,
installation. North Estabrooke
South Stevens hall.
7:30 p.m.—Tau Kappa Epsilon vic
7:15 p.m.—Deutscher Verein,
dance, Carnegie Hall.
17 North Stevens hall.
Indoor Track—Springfield vs.
Maine at Orono.
Basketball—Maine vs. Vermont at
Burlington.

With sorority and fraternity rush- decorations utilizing the valentine
ing, thinking about brotherhood, and theme was carried out.
(Continued from Page One)
attending all the basketball games, this
Nearly 100 students and faculty
campus was a very busy place last members attended the Brotherhood margin
of safety."
x‘eek.
tea at South Estabrooke Sunday afRomulo reviewed the role the U.N.
Since we had ball games both Fri- ternoon, given by the foreign students is playing
in coping with the atomic
day and Saturday nights, most of the in honor of Miss Annamma Thomas problem.
Although it has achieved
fraternities gave of Travancore, India.
little success so far, he held that
small, informa
During the afternoon the group lis- agreement on means of control might
vic dances or par
tened to the Glee Club concert which be reached "sooner than originally
ties to celebrat
was being broadcast from the Me- expected."
our loss and vic morial
gym.
"This of course will not be the end
tory.
Pouring at the tea were: Shirley of the road to peace," he warned.
Lambda Ch
Look, A11111 Preble, Frances Dion, If man's threat of self-destruction
held vic dances
Lois Murphy, Janice Minott, Nata- is unchecked, the statesman said, the
both evenings• , lie
Tarr, Miss Alida Blampied, and ultimate result "would mean the deThe two affairs Mrs.
Ida Sturtevant.
generation of man's intellect, the
were well attendServing were: Jackie MarFarland, brutalization of his instincts. It would
ed. Cookies, cof- Ruth Curtis,
Hilda Ward, and Mary mean that, no longer master of his
MARILYN
fee, and cake Jane
destiny, under conditions reducing
Crockett.
were served.
Hilda Livingston and Bernadette that destiny to zero, man will cease
Friday evening Tau Epsilon had a
Stein were co-chairmen of the affair. to achieve his goal and human progstag rushing party, and refreshments
I'm afraid Saint Valentine made a ress will simply have to stop."
were served.
terrific mistake in his inventory last Calls For Confidence
Phi Mu Delta held a vic dance Satweek. The following are pinned, not
Romulo called for continued conurday evening after the Connecticut
engaged:
fidence in the United Nations, calling
(Continued from Page One)
game which was attended by many
Mary Helen Quineau. Bath. to it the "force that can eradicate the
couples. Two short movies were
air, producer Leonard Patracelli told
Robert Niles, S.A.E.: Elaine Lock- root causes of war."
shown: a comedy featuring Woody
the audience he was relieved that such
hart, North Estabrooke, to Vernon "We have to decide quickly to live
Woodpecker and a reel on skiing.
Gray, Lambda Chi ; Ann Preble, Bal- together as good neighbors in peace
The Maine Outing club will run a a large number had attended. With
Coffee and doughnuts were served
entine. to Bud Smith, Lambda Chi; and for peace, or forfeit our right to ski trip to the Colby college ski area the gym empty, he explained, echoes
afterward.
Betty Nerldeau, Presque Isle, to Paul live at all."
on Sunday, Feb. 26. Complete with would have been so bad that the conLast Saturday evening, Alpha Omi- Higgins, Phi Eta: Helen Springer,
A luncheon in honor of Ambassa- one of the longest tows in Maine. a cert would not have broadcast well.
cron Pi held an open house vic dance Bangor. to Gerry Yerxa,
Phi Eta: dor Romulo was scheduled for 12:45 downhill trail, open practice slope.
The program, which was punctuated
in South Estabrooke dining hall, im- Arvene Hamm, F.S.T.C., to Mike
this afternoon in Estabrooke Hall. and jump, the area offers excellent by two fairly dignified commercials,
mediately following the game. Re- Yakemore, Phi Eta; Jean Giberson,
skiing.
had to be very carefully timed. But
freshments were served. Mr. and Bangor, to Clyde White,
Automobiles will leave from the the demands of what announcer Bob
Phi Eta:
Mrs. E. Reeve Meitner and Mrs. Becky Harmon, Temple
Bookstore at 8:30 and return early in Tyrol called "the almighty minute and
University.
Bette Kilpatrick chaperoned the af- to Nate Currier, Phi Eta: Gloria
the evening. The fee for the trip, the almighty second" were evident
fair.
Lund, West Rockport. to Herb
$1.50. may be deposited in the MOC only once. That was in the Stein
A.T.O. combined a rushing party Hurme. Sig Fp: Dot Salo, Rockland.
box in the Bookstore before 4:00, Song, which was the final number on
(Continued from Page One)
;1'1 I VIC dance last Saturday night, to Brews Earle, Phi Eta Beryl LyFriday.
Last Sunday the MOC skiiers the program, and apparently had to
(2) To provide financial aid to such
hich over 30 couples attended. Punch, on, The Elms, to Harry Aldrich, Sig
went
to
Bingham, where they found be sung at a fairly rapid clip to enable
students.
coffee and cake were served.
Ep; Dawn Risteen, Montreal, to
unusually
good snow conditions.
the broadcast to end on time.
(3) To attract more leaders in the
Beta also held a vic dance after the Don Daivs, TKE: Pat Hashey, Orooperating end of the industry.
game Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. Wil- no, to Ed Menzel., Sig Ep ; Arlene
(4) To screen outstanding students
liam Jeffery chaperoned. Refresh- Doane, South Estabrooke, to Bob
with all-around ability, who have comments were served.
Poulin, TRE.
pleted three or four years of basic
Stags have been seen running wild
college training, for a five year course
over at Sigma Chi way.
...for the last
in operational management. These men
two Tuesdays and the last two Thurswould be eligible for scholarships.
days ... that house has been holding
(51 To augment the staff with perrushing smokers. Refreshments served
sonnel
experienced in production manThree February graduates have
all four times, too!
agement.
Friday night Sigma Nu held a vic been employed by the Agriculture Ex(lance with Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Good- tension service of the University.
Warren I. Brown has been apIltiembot!inland Ronny* Sank
rich and Mr. and Mrs. John Calkin
pointed
assistant 4-H club agent for
chaperoning. Saturday evening, another dance was held with Mr. and Aroostook county Nxith headquarters
Mrs. Clifford Little and Mr. and Mrs. at Fort Kent.
As
James H. Christie is th!.. Oxford
PALS.
borbot's
Benjamin Graham acting as chapa
kage of
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they're
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Draws 1,000 People

Maine Outing Club
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On Sunday afternoon, the tlpha
Omicron Pi pledges held a tea in the
Balentine sun-parlor, which pledges
of other sororities and their sorority
mothers attended. Refreshments and

The Rev. James Lancasto- '-'• • I
Congregational Church. Bar
will conduct the religious
at
the Little Theatre Sunday, Feb. ;:s, at
11 a.m.
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The
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broelacasts originated in what is now
the women's gym during a high school
The idea of a radio station at Maine basketball tourney. The announcing
has aroused interest among many stu- was done by a Maine student.
dents. Many other schools throughout
Many of the programs which were
the country now have their own small
consisted of lectures by
presented
stations, broadcasting college news
members
of
the faculty about subjects
and music to their communities.
instrucBut how about the University of connected with their fields of
broadcasts were
number
of
tion.
A
Maine? Is the idea still a new one to
presented as a part of the University
our campus? The answer is No.
extension
service. Educational proJan. 24, 1926, the U of M broadgrants
scheduled from time to
were
casting station, WGBX, went on the
time.
air with the first of a series of programs of popular interest. Featuring Station Praised
programs of music, lectures, and t During the two years in which the
broadcasts of athletic events, WGBX station operated, much interest was
extended its services beyond the limitsj aroused throughout the state. A numof the campus, and serviced listeners I ber of comments were received from
prominent alumni who praised the idea
within a radius of 100 miles.
as proof that the University was keepTwo Programs A Week
Theta Chi Lists Officers
Broadcast on a frequency of 1280 ing up with the times, and moving
Theta Chi has announced its roster kilocycles, or as it was termed in the ahead for the benefit of the people of
of officers for the coming year. Those "good old days," 234 meters, the pro- the state.
elected include: president, John Skol- grams were sent out twice a week
The death of the station came when
field, vice president, J. Peter Feeney, from the transmitter in Lord hall. A it was decided that the expense of opand secretary, George Reed.
studio was set up in Wingate hall with erating such a unit was more than
• the aid of funds set aside for this the provided funds could cover. Much
of the equipment which was used in
purpose by the University.
The 100-watt station began as a part the transmitter was transferred to the
THE MEANING OF
laboratory
engineering
of some advanced laboratory work in electrical
RELATIVITY
the electrical engineering department, courses, where some parts are still
under the direction of Prof. Walter J. used for experiments.
Third Edition
A number of differences will be
Creamer. The first experimental

Walter St. Onge, editor of the 1951
Prism, has announced that students
who ordered extra copies of their
individual pictures may pick them up
at the Prism office, 211 East Annex.
The office will be open Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons.
If there are any recognized organizations which have not been photographed for the Prism, they are urged
to notify the editors. Arrangements
for sittings may be made by contacting Bill Matson, editor of the organizations section, at the Tau Epsilon
Phi house.
The informals section of the Prism
is still in need of a few more snapshots.

By SID FOLSOM

1

Including the
Generalized Theon

So Safe..So Simple..Now

I

noticed in contrasting the operation
of WGBX with the proposed campuswide radio station. Most of the work
of putting on the shows over WGBX
was done by members of the faculty.
The educational lectures and discussions were conducted by members of
the related departments at the University, while much of the engineering work of broadcasting was performed and supervised by faculty
members.
Few Students
In general, the only students connected with the station were the few
who did occasional announcing, and
the members of the musical groups
which presented concerts for the Sunday afternoon broadcasts.
It was partly because of this lack
of student participation in the station's
activities that the idea of broadcasting
was finally given up. A possible lack
of interest by the student body shifted
all of the work of broadcasting and
promotion upon the shoulders of the
faculty, and the idea was abandoned
because it seemed impractical.
In contrast to this, the campus-wide
station which now has been proposed
by students at Maine will provide for
student participation. It will keep itself in operation through the student
interest aroused by this general participation.

Maintenance Clinic
For 4-H'ers Started

of Gravitation
By
Albert Einstein

2.50
Chess Players
See the display of

START YOUR
LESSONS
NTODAY!

STUDENT INSTRUCTION — Expert pilots
with plenty of know-how in troining beginners. Special instruction rates are now in effect.

SiGHTSEEING — Special sightseeing trips arranged.
the experience of a lifetime. Ask for our low
hourly rates.

Chess books at

Enioy

Betts Bookstore

PENOBSCOT AVIATION

2 Mill St., Orono

Brewer Airport
South Brewer

Telephone 5513
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PHOENIX
American Flower Show Colors
HIGH TWIST 4/04,a
All the exhiliration, the zest and
beauty of Spring are embraced in
these stunning new colors by
Phoenix. Crisp, flower-fresh tones
you'll love with all of your new
ensembles. See them today in all-occasion Phoenix High Twist Nylons.
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Embassy Week
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Madrigal Singers
To Give Concert
A concert of 16th century madrigals will be presented by the Madrigal
Singers Sunday. Feb. 26, at 4 p.m.,
in Carnegie hall. Madrigals of renaissance Italy. France, and England
%%ill be included on the program.
Madrigals, usually written for unaccompanied mixed voices, are among
the earliest examples of non-religious
vocal compositions. They are most
often musical settings for love and
pastoral poetry.
Members of the Madrigal Singers
who will participate in the Sunday
concert are Priscilla Goggin, Muriel
Kenderdine. and Lila Zimmerman,
sopranos: Joan Bither. Vera Edfors,
and Helen Friend, altos; James Selwood, tenor and conductor of the
group; and Paul Payson and Kenneth
Closson, basses.

Maine's fourth annual State 4-H
Club Tractor Maintenance clinic began Wednesday evening at the University.
Two 4-H club boys from each
county, who possess outstanding mechanical ability, will attend lectures
delivered by Charles R. Lund. the
rural youth director for the American
Dean Deering Studying
Oil company.
The clink will last until Saturday Aggie Doings In Greece
morning. The boy who best puts into
Dean of Agriculture Arthur L.
practice the knowledge that he acDeering
is now studying agricultural
quired at this clinic will be awarded
education
facilities in Greece after
a trip to the National 4-H Club concompleting his survey in the Nethergress in Chicago next year.
lands.
Dean Deering is on a four months
Evans Appointed
tonr of Europe studying agricultural
Professor 'Weston S. Evans in the education facilities and farming methCivil Engineering dept. of the college ods. He will spend two weeks in each
of technology has recently been ap- country and then return to his headpointed to the committee on engineer- quarters in Paris for a new assigning education of the American So- ment.
ciety of Civil Engineers.
Listen to the Maine Radio Guild
The University is controlled by a every Sunday at 10:30 p.m. over
Board of Trustees.
WLEZ.

"ALL PURPOSE"
CHANEL SCARF

;:4‘..4E Shades oF the
old French Nuclei
— this charming
champagne ester
which still retains
depth end
character. Weer
It with NAVY .-SLACK — STRAW
— PASTELS

A 11 Purpose'. Chanel scarf. Ideal for 101 11-e-:
indoors and outdoors; as a turban. or wrap-.:ro,mil; as an ascot or tie; lovely with a dress or
suit; also with a sweater or under a coat. It lends
itself beautifully for practically every purpose.
Made of fine Rayon Crepe in our exclusive border
patterns; in a host of sparkling, new color combinations.
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Rabbi Melvin Weinman of Temple
Israel, Waterbury, Conn., will be one
of the principal speakers at Embassy
week, March 13-16.
A graduate of the University of
Toledo, he was ordained by the Hebrew Union college, Cincinnati, Ohio,
in 1947. While attending Hebrew
Union college he served for two years
as Hillel director at Ohio University.
He held a similar post at the University of Virginia for one year.
Rabbi Weinman occupied pulpits at
Niagara Falls, New York, and Luna,
Ohio, before his present post in Waterbury.
Rabbi Weinman will speak Wednesday, March 15, in the Louis Oakes
room. On March 12, he will speak
at the Sunday service in the Little
Theatre.
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Track Team Faces Strong Springfield Outfit Saturday
Bear Facts
BY JOHN MURPHY
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Nelson To Open
Spring Football
On March 13

Bears Trounce Northeastern
But Lose To Strong L/Conns

Seeks Second
Victory After
Taking Wildcats

This corner would like to nominate
The Pale Blue forces of Rome RanCharlie (Perfect 36) Goddard for
kin
did themselves proud over the week
president, governor, mayor, ambassaSpring football practice will offiBy STEVE RILE',
end as they split Friday and Saturday
dor to the moon and any other offices cially open Monday. March 13, acVictorious in their first meet
games by scrubbing Northeastern, 61that are vacant or soon will be.
cording to head football Coach Dave
43, and dropping a hard-fought con- of the season against New
Instead of receiving the Hinson Nelson.
Hampshire last week end, the
test to Connecticut, 67-58.
Achievement award, the big guy
Next Monday. however, backfield
On
Friday
night. the Bears showed Maine track men face a strong
should be awarded the whole darn Coach Hal Westerman will start
themselves highly superior to Joe Za- Springfield squad Saturday in
plant with a year's supply of dirty working out with backs and centers
bilski's Huskies as they opened up the fieldhouse
in Memorial gym.
clothes to clean.
The Bears barely eked out a
quick to go ahead at the two-and-aAnd anybody who doesn't think so Will Drill Indoors
win
over the Gymnasts last year
half
minute
mark and never dropped
%%ill have to face brother Bert.
Nelson plans to confine his work to
and
all the scoring members of
behind.
The ovation that Charlie re- the field house until after spring Vacathat group plus added strength
Bears Roll
ceived when he left the Colby tion. Then the squad will move outwill be out for revenge.
game on fools must have made doors. The spring drills will end with
Sparked by reserve guard Larry
him feel darn good and I think a game between last year's frosh
Mahaney and big Charlie Goddard, Aside from the fact that his Pale
ever' • uho cheered shared the players and varsity men the first
both of whom tallied 15 points. the Blues routed the Wildcats, 79-47,
feeling. It couldn't ha% e hap- week in May.
Pale Blue left no doubt as to their Coach Chet Jenkins has much to be
pened to a nicer guy.
superiority in the minds of the fans. hopeful about.
Nelson stressed the fact that the
The veteran coach has come up
Rome Rankin and the University spring practice sessions would be
The second stringers poured in in the
of Maine are going to miss big open to all men interested. It will not
second half to continue to move away, with several new middle distance men
Charles next year. But the other be restricted to former frosh or varsiletting up only in the final minute and a miler that seem destined to
schools in the state won't mind the ty players.
when Northeastern cut the lead to less make the outlook for the indoor season much brighter. Besides that, a
loss a bit.
than
20 points.
Nelson is especially looking for remediocre frosh squad has produced
Lee Williams, Colby's coach, ex- placements for graduating lettermen
Saturday night's action was much
some likely-looking prospects includpressed what is probably a state-wide Reggie Lord, Don Barron, and Alan
faster and hotter as the Bears fought
ing a pole-vaulter who cleared 12 ft.,
feeling among Maine opponents when
gamely, after a five-minute opening
no little jump for a comparative
Candidates for the 1950 foothe congratulated Charlie after the
lapse, in an attempt to come from benovice.
game. After telling Charlie what a ball squad will meet Tuesday,
hind and upset their highly polished
great game he had played, Williams Feb. 28. at 7:30 p.m. in the field
Set New Reeords
foes.
added, "And I'm glad you're leaving." house team room.
Sophomores John Bowler and Don
Their rally, sparked by the spirited
Information sheets should be
Charlie, never a "book store
Green
surprised by setting new meet
Bert
Goddard
who
tallied 21 points.
"ball player," of which group I
obtained at Faculty Manager of
records in the 600 yard run and the
fell
short
by
seven
points
at
the
half,
Athletics Ted Curtis' office and
am a member in good standing,
however, and they were able to do no 280 respectively. Bowler edged out
filled out prior to the meeting.
may not blow his own horn but
better than battle on even terms for the Wildcat's Jacobsmeyer, a good
everyone on campus should conall-around trackman, to win in the
Defensive
holes
offense.
oil
the
the
Wing
final 20 minutes.
stantly applaud Maine's best cenfast
time of 1:14.7. Green's recordleft by Barron, Wing. Lord. Stan
Maine Shows Well
ter in history.
shattering
time was 30.4 seconds.
Trask, and George Blaisdell must
There was no shame on the Maine
He had a rough start this season
Osborne
Mac
finished strongly in
also be filled.
squad for going down to the superb
and for the first few games hardly
mile
and
the
showed
that he will have
Harry Easton may be shifted to an
UConns, however. The Nutmeggers
totaled 36 points. Some of the newer
reckoned
with
to
be
by opposing
end spot. Nelson stated. while Jimmy
are rated as one of the hottest teams
element on campus were wondering
coaches for the next three years.
Butterfield and Ray Cox are strong
in
the
east,
currently
sweeping aside
just what was so great about him.
High scorers tangle in last all
candidates for guard and tackle spots.
To top off the story of the mile,
opposition.
Are there still doubters among the stuSaturday's Maine-Connecticut
There was no doubt, except for the Bob Parsons. a veteran of last year's
dent body?
game as Vinny Yokabaskas first five
minutes. that Maine was squad but vastly improved, was a
After the Colby game. Ted Curtis'
(18) and Bert Goddard, par- equal to
their
taller opponents, match- close second. Osborne's time was
office was crowded with folk trying
tially obscured by Yokabaskas, ing
them
basket
for basket and fast 4:33.1.
to find out if Charlie had set a scorgo up after a reboun(l. Peter break for
By MARTHA PRATT
Another greatly improved Bear is
fast break for the rest of the
ing record. As is mentioned in anLind of the 1:Conns attempts evening.
jumper Jerry Haynes. Haynes
broad
other story, his 36 points were a new
start
good
basketball
has
a
Class
to lend a helping hand while
was the squad's number one jumper
high for a Maine player.
this year. The senior team. Weasels, Vic Woodbrey (24) looks on.
last season, too, but his leap of 22 ft.
The Memorial gym record is. is in top position at present, having
—Yr-what!Photo
4,,!
! inches in this first meet of the
hovvever. held by Ernie Calverly. won every game so far! The schedule
season may be indicative of better
the former Rhode island great. for the last week of the tournament
things to come.
Playing here in early 1944. he follows.
tallied 45 points as the Rams
Orach
Wins
Friday, Feb. 24—Lions vs. Wearouted Maine, 115-37.
The
Pale
Blue
skiers
will face
Steve Orach did the unexpected by
sels. Colts vs. Tigers.
Coach Rome Rankin. who would
their major test of the season this making the winning toss in the 35 lb.
Saturday, Feb. 25—practicea"
undoubtedly like to have Goddard 9:30 a.m.
week end when they journey to Mid- hammer throw. Weighing only 165
here for another four years, stated
Monday. Feb. 27—WCaSZ:S Vs.
The state champion Black Bears dlebury. Vt.. to defend their berth in pounds, Orach threw the weight 50
after the game that the victory and Skunks, Rats vs. Colts.
wi71 wind up their highly successful the senior division of the Intercol- feet Ti inch. Gordon and Jalbert folthe series title were the result of hard
Tuesday. Feb. 28—Rats vs ; ns. season this week end when they jour- legiate Ski union.
lowed to sweep the event for the Pale
work by his boys.
The senior division of the ISL` is Blue.
modern dance.
ney t,)the University of New RampThe boys were willing to work
Wednesday, March I— --eneral s'-ire and the University of Vermont composed of 311 the top ski teams in
As if the varsity's strong showing
and Doc was willing to work there. practice. Lion: vs.
the country. Either of the last two were not enough for one day, the
f.ir Friday and Saturday games.
It's too bad that they can't live toplaces in the Middlebury meet would freshmen also came through with a
Thursday, March 2-1.1.2 -rs Vs.
Dee to a state high school basketgether happily forever after.
relegate the Bears to one of the 68-40 decision over Deering High of
Cubs, modern dance
ball tournament Friday evening, the
An interesting sidelight on last
Friday, March 3—Skunks vs.! Bears and the Wildcats will play Fri- junior divisions. Maine has been in Portland.
Monday's game was the battle of Lions.
the top-ranking group every year exday afternoon at 3 o'clock at Durham.
By far the outstanding feature of
words between hard-playing Lowell
cept one since 1930.
Games are scheduled for 3:30 p.m.
In the first meeting between the
the frosh meet was George WeatherOsgood of Maine and clever Ted and 4:30 p.m.
The chief opposition at the Vermont
two clubs here, the Pale Blue came
bee's pole vaulting. Weatherbee
Shiro of Colby.
Colby College has sent crir WA A I out on top in a hard-fought game, 51- meet, which is being held in conjunc- cleared 12 it. and barely missed when
The war of nerves between these an invitation to a playday with Bates
tion with the Middlebury College win42.
the bar was raised to 12 ft. 3 in.
to guards went on through most and Colby this coming Saturday.
ter carnival, is expected to come from
of the game and would probably Basketball and badminton are the! "Doc" Rankin said that he is ex- an exceptionally strong Dartmouth
make good reading for a psychol- sports on the agenda for the day.! pecting a tough battle from the Gran- club and the host team. Other schools Postponed Hockey Tilts
ogy class. Despite the fierce com- Fifteen girls have been picked to rep- ! ite Staters. They have shown all year entered are New Hampshire, McGill. Slated For Week
End
petition and scrapping he.%PC11 resent us at this playdav. They will that they are a fighting club, continu- St. Lawrence. Syracuse and Vermont.
Last week end's intramural hockey
these two, it was kinda nice to see leave Saturday morning and return . ally after the ball.
Last week end two Maine squads
Saturday afternoon, the Bears meet were in action. The "A" team placed games, postponed because of poor ice,
them shake hands and smile when in the late afternoon.
Vermont for the first time this year. fourth in the McGill winter carnival will be played this Saturday and SunOs fouled out.
The game, scheduled for 3:30, is a while the "B" team took first place day.
This might sound a little la -dc-da
Frosh Play P.1C Saturday highlight of the annual Kake Walk. a in the Colby
to some of our more hard-bitten stucarnival. Dick Dwelley, Saturday games will pit the Blue
dents but a handshake and a smile
C.)aelt
Westertnan's froth bas- I long-established University of Ver- Ted Hawkes and Bill Cummings Devils against the Phi Gams. the
can do a lot for people.
Black Hawks against the Olympic:
starred at McGill.
ketball team ends its season Saturday mont week-end affair.
Referees Johnny Fortunato and night against Portland Junior College
There are few predictions coming
The skiers making this week end's and the Cyclones against Phi Mu.
Charlie NVotten called 21 fouls on in a 615 o'clock game in Memorial forth about this game. since Vermont trip include Gene Bernard, Charley
Sunday the Blue Devils play the
each team. Despite the hard play in gym.
has not been seen in Maine this year. Broomhall. Chuck Barr. Dave New- Olympic'. Phi Mu meets the Bruins
the game, things never got as had as
However. the Catamounts hold wins ton, Dick Hatch. and Jack MacDon- and Phi Gam faces the Eskimos.
they have in other recent games. DisBilly Herman has a ten-game aver- over some of the better clubs in New ald besides Dwelley. Hawkes and
Games will start both afternoon; at
plays of temper were few.
age of .448 in All Star contests.
England.
Cummings.
1:15, 215, and .115 o'clock.

F

Women's Sports

1

Curtismen Face
Court Season Ends Major /SU Test

With NH Veil-rant
\e'l.zsek-End Contests
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Band Set For
Bears Wrest Title From Colby,
Southern Swing 63-58, As Goddard Goes Wild
(Continued from Page One)

(Continued from Page One)

A surprise will be in store for many
ti the alumni who are expected to attend the concerts. Before the war the
Maine band was a military and allmale group. The present varsity band
was formed after the war and it was
only then that women were admitted.
The tour will mark the band's first
appearance in the two cities.
A later trip will take the band to
Aroostook for a concert in Presque
Isle and possibly other towns in that
area.
Serving on the committee planning
the tour are Beverly Pettengill, Elwood Beach. Stephen Hopkinson,
Charlotte Hillman. and Bruno Caliandro. William Bodwell, student leader,
is the chairman.

Melody Time Theme
Of Penny Carnival
The annual Penny Carnival, sponsored by the Women's Athletic association. will be held in the Women's
gym on Friday. March 10. The theme
will be "Melody Time." and students
should come in costumes illustrating
the theme of a song. Admission will
be 59 cents, tax included.
The dance will last from 8 to 11:30.
with music by Ray Downs.
Chairmen of the various committees,
headed by Bertha Clark. are: Treasurer. Liz Marden; publicity. Connie
Berry; posters, Bobby Packard; entertainment. Phyllis Boutilier ; decorations. Ann Melhorn: concessions,
Mary Belle Tufts; tickets. Rena
Ratte; restaurant. Ann McKie]; invitations, Nancy Knowles; coat room,
Jeanne McIntire.

Four Members Elected To Senate Committee

The General Student Senate at its 1 Shirley Look, Joan McKaig, and
last meeting elected four members to Phil Ward.
its recently fornml committee drawBob Moran is chairman of this
favor of Maine.
ing up a constitution for University constitution committee, which also inIn the final two minutes, Maine at- student governments.
cludes Art Dentremont and Margaret
tempted to stall with four men passing
Those elected were Howard Foley, Murray.
the ball around near the centerline.
With a minute to play, the Bears were
out front, 60-54.
While Jabar was adding a twopointer and Blake two foul shots,
For
Bert. Charlie. and Vic Woodbrey all
dropped in free throws to insure the
To
victory and the title for Maine.

A 10-point splurge put Maine ahead,
27-21. as the first half ended. Colby
tallied only seven points in the last
13 minutes of the first half while the
Rankinmen made 22.
Charlie scored nine straight points
for the Bears at the start of the second half to increase the lead to 36-27
before Finegan, Johnny Jabar and Jim
Lazour cut it to four points shortly
before the eight-minute mark.
Only a few seconds after Lowell Smith, MIT Students
Osgood had fouled out, Shiro deadWin Meadows Contest
locked the score at 42-42 with a onehand push shot. Twice Welson put
The talent show sponsored by the
Colby ahead but Charlie's jump shot Meadows at Framingham, Mass., was
evened it at 46-46 and Maine was won by Miss Alice Lee Silverman of
never again headed.
Smith college and Art Wasserman of
Attempt To Stall
M.I.T.
With Maine out front. 49-47, and
These winners will return to the
less than six minutes to play, Charlie Meadows at a later date to compete
went on another splurge that netted for the first prize of $750.
Maine 11 points in four minutes to
Miss Betty Kelley was Maine's repmake the scoreboard read 60 to 50 in resentative in the contest.

•

•

IIILLSOItheiCHIEVEMEAT AWD
AR
CHARLIE GODDARD
Phi Eta Kappa
A big factor in giving Maine the State Series
basketball crown.

The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLE4NING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

I-IILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 647
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"My very first Chesterfield made
me a Chesterfield smoker for keeps.
They're MILDER."
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Bulletin Released
The Maine Summer Session bulletin is now out and may be procured
at the Education office in South
Stevens.
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